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Tuleste Factory is a non-traditional art gallery and creative space located in the heart of Chelsea. 
The Factory Room is a classic New York loft space, featuring a rotating roster of fine artists and 
functional designers with work ranging from furniture, interior design objects, and mixed media. When 
you enter Tuleste Factory, you art transported into a world of positivity, creativity and inspiration.

Tuleste Factory is a non-traditional art gallery and creative space located in the heart of Chelsea.
The Factory Room is a classic New York loft space, featuring a rotating roster of collectible design and
Fine art with work ranging from furniture, interior design objects, and mixed media. When
you enter the Factory, you are transported into a world of positivity, creativity and inspiration.
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Amanda Richards is a Brooklyn based designer focused on sculptural lighting. 
She graduated from F.I.T. with a BFA in sculpture in 2014. From 2014-2019 she 
worked for Fernando Mastrangelo as his lead sculptor. She has now branched 
out to start her own lighting design studio. Her first pair of sconces were 
debuted at In Good Company in 2017. She has since been working with New 
York interior design firms to collaborate on high end residential projects. 
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Flush Mount

Pearl Sconce

Prism Sconce

AMANDA RICHARDS STUDIOS
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Pearl PendantsFlush Mount 

AMANDA RICHARDS STUDIO
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Atra is a design studio where artistic and industrial know-how converge in a 
team of multidisciplinary artists, designers, and architects. The collaborative 
nature of the work is the driving creative force behind their ventures and vision. 
Unpretentious beauty, practicality, and timelessness are the defining tenets of 
the Atra aesthetic. This means that all pieces are created with the craftsmanship 
of an objet d'art, but are designed to be full participants in the spaces they live 
in by providing comfort and meeting the demands of everyday living. 
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Private Residence

ATRA STUDIO
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BAILEY FONTAINE

Bailey Fontaine’s process—to expect the unexpected—is 
beguilingly simple, yet yields materially expressive pieces that 
uncover intriguing new potential for everyday objects. Though 
his career has just begun, two recent honors pave a promising 
path forward: Maison & Objet prestigious Rising Talent Award 
and participation in Fernando Mastrangelo upcoming In Good 
Company exhibition.
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BAILEY FONTAINE

Plane Side Table / Pedestal Collection
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BAILEY FONTAINE

Giacometti LampWrap Lamp
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Founded in 2017, Birnam Wood is the unlimited edition studio of Brecht Wright 
Gander. Birnam Wood Studio treats functionality as a ground plane for aesthetic 
play. Making materials spark, become molten, desiccate, oxidize, exhale and 
twist is at the crux of our research-driven practice. Produced through 
experiment and experience, through mallet and chisel, drawing on fine craft and 
restless exploration, the works are the culmination of many collisions.
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Poet’s Desk

Swoop Mirror

Margritte’s Umbrella Stand

B IRNAM WOOD STUDIO BY BRECHT WRIGHT GANDER
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Tall Hex Shelving & Total Garbage Planter 

B IRNAM WOOD STUDIO BY BRECHT WRIGHT GANDER
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BOGUS.STUDIO

BOGUS STUDIO is the brainchild of creative  directors C.S Valentin and 
Alexander Diaz Andersson.  

Bogus Studio is in search of the missing link between highly collectible 
modernist pieces and contemporary design. Rather than bringing a 
contemporary edge to a mid century work, the studio aims to capture the bold 
and odd essence of the moderns. It’s a cover rather than a remix, a 
re-imagination rather than an adaptation. 
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Roger ChairArnold Stool

Drew Lamp

BOGUS STUDIO
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Arnold Collection

BOGUS STUDIO
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BRECHT WRIGHT GANDER

There’s an eloquence in Brecht Wright Gander’s responses that 
invokes a deep sense of trust in his practice. His foundation is 
functionality, his form a perfect combination of aesthetic play and 
technical acumen. His limited edition collections are created by using 
found objects to inform the shape of his vessels.  
Each piece feels slightly haphazard, but functional considerations 
begin to emerge. Planter, vase, or champagne bucket are all viable 
uses for this sculptural collection.
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BRECHT WRIGHT GANDER

Flow Center / Slide Table
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Ode to the Wrong Angle Table
8,500

Ode To The Wrong Angle Table

Rythm Flow Console

Swamp Drain Chandelier

BRECHT WRIGHT GANDER
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Eny Lee Parker currently resides and works in New York City. The purpose of 
her designs is to explore the human need/want. Her fascination with the mind 
and behavior of people leads to objects that echo humanity in character, 
emotions and even physicality. Apart from her design ambitions, she enjoys a 
creative community, ceramics, occasional wine + cheese, and hosting. 
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Stitch Table

Oo Lamp

Blob Sconce

ENY LEE PARKER
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Stitch Stool CeramicTulip Planters

ENY LEE PARKER
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FACTURE STUDIO

FACTURE STUDIO is a contemporary art furniture company headed by 
designer, Quincy Ellis. Based in Brooklyn, his dynamic molded works use resin 
to experiment endlessly with light, color & transparency. The exploration of 
these three concepts is central to all of the brand’s work, constantly refining its 
designs by changing colors, shades, shift patterns, opacities & interior core 
colors.
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Shift Collection

FACTURE STUDIO
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Fernando Mastrangelo is a Brooklyn-based artist best known for his collectible 
design, as well as his large scale sculptures and experiential installations. All of 
Mastrangelo's works are sculpted by hand from natural or repurposed materials 
such as sand, salt, silica, and crushed or powdered glass. His passionate 
concern with ecological issues continues to influence his growing language. 
Mastrangelo works have been exhibited in Art Basel, Salone del Mobile in 
Milan, and Design Pavillion Times Square. He has designed custom 
commissioned works for top-tier intecommissioned works for top-tier international brands such as Audemars Piguet, 
Stella McCartney and Dior.

FERNANDO MASTRANGELO
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Ridge Coffee Table

Drift Mirror

Argentina Painting

FERNANDO MASTRANGELO STUDIO
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IAN ALISTAIR COCHRAN

Ian Cochran is excited by unconventional materials and the 
relationship that emerges in working with them. He makes 
contemporary art furniture in resin, fiberglass, composites and 
continues to explore other materials not used in the design 
world. Ian’s plum series has garnered significant press and 
fanfare.
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IAN ALISTAIR COCHRAN

Plump ConsolePlump Side Table

Plump Table
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IAN ALISTAIR COCHRAN

Plump Floating Console
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Since established in 2014, iota designs signature rugs, poufs, stools, home 
accessories and a swing collection, all hand made from their exclusive selection 
of yarns.
As a social Business iota provides work for underprivileged communities. Their 
hand work is carried out by women working from their homes. They teach them 
the skill and supply work for them. They believe in women empowerment and 
giving back to society.
Their yaTheir yarns are bespoke. Designed and produced exclusively by iota, from 
highest quality cotton and polyester. They are a new, contemporary 
interpretation of luxury textile creating meticulous and one-of-a-kind furniture. 
They work with vast, bold color pallets and designs which convey both emotion 
and innovation.
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JT.Pfeiffer is the outcome of a lifetime experience engaged in the design world, 
involving creative direction, interior design and visual communication.

Julia’s work includes collaborations and commissions with renowned brands 
and large-scale projects such as hotels, residential and commercial buildings, 
interior design for private residences, public areas, along with product, furniture, 
and graphic design, as well as brand identity for numerous clients.
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Kate Clements is an artist whose primary material is kiln-fired glass. She was 
first introduced to glass in 2007 while working on her BFA at the Kansas City Art 
Institute and continued her focus by completing her MFA in Glass at Tyler 
School of Art, where she was awarded a University Fellowship.  She has shown 
nationally at venues including the Bullseye Glass Galleries in Portland, OR and 
the Bay Area, Sherry Leedy Contemporary in Kansas City, the Philadelphia Art 
Alliance and Pittsburgh Glass Center in Pennsylvania, and the Bellevue Arts 
Museum in Museum in Washington State. She is currently an Artist in Residence at the 
Museum of Arts and Design in New York City.

KATE CLEMENTS
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MOSES NADEL
In 2013 Moses and Lara Nadel started their company, Moses Nadel. Their  
fundamental love for aesthetics and function is at the core of their creations. 
Their design process involves extraordinary attention to elemental purity, artistic 
simplicity and an exceptional level of detail. Moses Nadel offers limited edition 
and bespoke leather goods hand crafted by a team of local artisans in NY, 
combining materials individually selected for their essential luxury and integrity. 
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Vertebrae Tapestry

Diamond Perisphere

Banded Ottoman

MOSES NADEL
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Nick Missel is a Philladelpiha based artist influenced by an Anthropocentric 
worldview based on the human effect on the earth. Missel sees the work as a 
form of ‘cultural archeology’ choosing objects that sit on the periphery of our 
attention and wanting to give them new life. Like the negative of a photograph 
the objects maintain a similarity to their original form but transform to have their 
own identity. “I wanted to make responsive sculptures that you could interact 
with” and silicone has become an integral part of the work for Missel, melding 
sculptusculpture and furniture together. Missel has exhibited work at In Good 
Company, receiving best in show, A/D/O, and Socrates Sculpture Park. 

NICK MISSEL STUDIO
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Negatives Bench

NICK MISSEL STUDIO
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Jon James currently works and lives in Manhattan. He is building a new studio 
and home in upstate New York to begin painting his next series

The process of his current works are created by dripping paint across and down 
the canvas, in repetition, creating an intensely textured and layered canvas 
which becomes three dimensional; all without the aid of rulers or computer 
imaging.  The result: magnificent fields of paint and color with incredible depth 
and texture.

Jon moved to NYC after graduating fJon moved to NYC after graduating from Cornell with degrees in Painting and 
Photography, with his work immediately catching the eye of dealers and 
collectors like Sara Meltzer and Richard Sachs and selling to worldwide 
corporate and private collections.
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Aureum Caeruleo Praxis

Lavender Mist

Ascension

JON JAMES
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Rubrum Somnium IITriple X (Part 1 of 3)

JON JAMES
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Every Ocean Dream Comes True

The Archer

Raining in Rome

JOSEPH CONRAD FERM
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Blue BloodThe Sydney Opera House

JOSEPH CONRAD FERM
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The work of RJ Raizk tends to resemble the internal and external environment 
that he immerses and surrounds himself with. Currently living in New York, his 
process consists of using applications consisting of repetitive and free flowing 
strokes to create works that are complex structurally but rhythmic visually.  For 
his paintings, the artist’s method of bleeding pigments and stains through solid 
paint and other mediums results in what resembles a dying or staining process. 
The cellular structure of plants and the cosmos and his method of bleeding 
pigments and stains thpigments and stains through solid paint are inspiration to his pattern and paint 
work.
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Angled Lines Pattern

Constellation Pattern

Unknown Pattern

RJ RAIZK
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Custom MuralLucid Interval

RJ RAIZK
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Sun/Flower #1

Virtual Rainbow Space

21° N 87° W

RUVAN WIJESOORIYA
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Girl Out The WindowAmerican West #2

RUVAN WIJESOORIYA
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Ward Roberts is an independent conceptual artist who creates exquisitely 
composed photographs drawing on themes such as the effects of loneliness 
and isolation in the modern world. Roberts’ work is in many ways a rebuttal of 
the prevailing trend of urban, gritty style contemporary photography. He is 
currently based in new york.
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Flotsam 16

Court 10

Court 08

WARD ROBERTS
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Stars that paint 3Stars that paint 1

WARD ROBERTS
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WOWE - WOLFGANG WESENER

Wolfgang Wesener was born in 1960 in Cologne, Germany and moved to New 
York City in 1984. In 1986, he began a twelve-year collaboration taking portraits 
for the legendary FAZ-Magazin, the weekly supplement to the Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung. He moved to Italy in 1990, continuing to photograph for 
international magazines and pursuing projects. He currently lives in northern 
Italy and New York.
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James Brown

Andy Warhol

Run DMC

WOWE - WOLFGANG WESENER
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Grace JonesBono

WOWE - WOLFGANG WESENER


